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The text of the murli 
Amended on 10.07.2010 
 
Side A 
 118 page in register number 11. The third page of the murli of 20.05.89. The third line. The topic ‘Bharat was shreshtacarii in the 
Golden Age’ was discussed. They were worthy of worship. They have worshiped them all the time until now. When Bharat was under the 
omen of Bhrihastpati, it was the Golden Age. Look, what the situation of Bharat is like under the omen of Rahu. Everyone has become 
unrighteous. Who is Rahu and who is Bhrihastpati? Who would be called Bhrihastpati and who would be called Rahu? Just like they say that 
it is the Kingdom of Ravan. Look, what the situation is like in the kingdom of Ravan? There is the kingdom of Ram in the Golden Age. So, it 
was the Golden Age, it was paradise. So, who are Rahu and Bhrihastpati? Bhrihastpati means the greatest protector (rakshak) – the husband 
(pati). Who is the greatest protector of the world? You may call him the Father of the World (Vishva Pita) or the Husband of the World 
(Vishva Pati). Shiva point of light doesn’t become the master of the world. When there is the omen of Bhrihastpati, it will be called the 
Golden Age. Which omen is there now? There is the omen of Rahu. Who is Rahu? Ravan is Rahu. Everyone has become unrighteous. The 
father makes them righteous. Ravan makes them unrighteous. They say, ‘We need the Kingdom of Ram.’ So, they are in the kingdom of 
Ravan. What do they need? Where are they? They are in the kingdom of Ravan, so they need the kingdom of Ram. They are residents of 
hell. The kingdom of Ravan is called hell (nark). Paradise (swarg) and hell (nark) – fifty-fifty. You children know also what is called the 
Kingdom of Ram and what is called the Kingdom of Ravan. No one else knows this. First of all you have to make your intellect faithful. 
What? About what faithful intellect do you have to make? The faithful intellect in which issue? That we are now in the kingdom of Ravan. 
There is the omen of Rahu. We are not in the kingdom of Ram. All of us souls are brothers. We have right to receive the inheritance from the 
Father. We had it [in the past]. We haven’t received it now. After teaching us raja yoga, the Father made us the masters of the Abode of 
Happiness (sukhdham). All the others went away to the Abode of Peace. And what about us? Where did we go? To the Abode of Happiness. 
All the others went away to the Abode of Peace. We went to the Abode of Happiness. The children know this too. Why did he say ‘the 
others’? Everyone has to go to the Abode of Peace. Which is such a soul that comes to the Abode of Happiness without having gone to the 
Abode of Peace? All the others apart from those who learnt raja yoga went to the Abode of Peace. Why did he say like this? Everyone has to 
go to the Abode of Peace. Why did he mention this difference that apart from those who learn raja yoga all the others went to the Abode of 
Peace? Or rather, they stayed there. Don’t those who learn raja yoga go to the Abode of Peace? They go, but there is a difference. What 
difference is there? Those, who learnt raja yoga directly from the father, are present in this world through the body, but through the power of 
the mind and intellect, through the intellect they go to the Supreme Abode. Just like now, when we sit in remembrance, the stage of the 
Supreme Abode is created through the mind and intellect number wise, according to efforts. The others, who will go and sit in the Supreme 
Abode - those who will have fewer births – are not able to have the intensive practice of going and sitting there. And what about us? What do 
we do? We have an intensive practice going and sitting in the Supreme Abode through the mind and intellect. The practice is so intensive 
that the body becomes like lifeless, as if we die alive. So, this difference was mentioned. The children know also that Vrikshpatiii is living 
(cetanya). It is not a non-living tree. The banyan tree which has been shown in Calcutta is non-living. They show its seed – the seed of the 
banyan tree – extremely subtle, but it is also non-living. And the human beings are living. So, the one who is the seed of the human beings 
speaks and moves. He is living. He is the form of the truth, life and bliss (sat citt anand svarup). The soul is true as well as living. The father 
is true and living – he is the Husband of the Tree (Vrikshpati). This tree is upside down. What is there in the tree which is upside down? The 
seed and roots are above. Branches will be below. Do the branches which emerge later, in the very last age, belong to the satopradhan age or 
to the tamopradhan ageiii? The last branches belong to the tamopradhan age. They have to stay in the Abode of Peace for a very long time. 
And the closer to the roots they will be… The part of the roots means the part of the Confluence Age. So, they will be residents of the Abode 
of Happiness for the time depending on how close to the father they will come in the Confluence Age; they will not stay in the Abode of 
Peace for a long time. So, this is the upside down tree. Some leaves are below, some leaves and stems are above. Where is the trunk? The 
trunk also is in the part above, which is called the Golden and Silver Ages. That is the part of the high stage. And what about the rest? In the 
Copper Age (dvapar yuga) which is after the Silver Age - there are two cities (do pur), many systems of opinions, many languages, many 
kingdoms – their number increases day and night. Over there it is the stage of falling down. So, this tree was shown upside down. Where do 
always they show its seed? They show it completely on the top; otherwise, where do they show the seed? Completely at the bottom. The seed 
is never in middle of the tree. The seed will be in the beginning of the tree; otherwise, when the tree achieves the complete mature stage, 
there will be a fruit created and the seed inside the fruit. But it will not be said for the seed that it is in the stage of downfall. Why was it said 
like this? Doesn’t the soul of Prajapita fall down? He does fall down. The celestial degrees of every human being decrease. Then, why was it 
said that his seed is above? It would be better, if it was said, ‘He stays above for the longest time’. Why is it said that the seed is above? Isn’t 
the seed below? Does the seed never fall down? How will the one, who won’t fall down, climb up? It was said for the present time that it is 
above in the shooting period - the time when the Supreme Soul enters that seed. But when the Supreme Soul father is not present in this 
world and 5000 years are complete, where does that seed go in the last birth, when the Supreme Soul Father comes? [A student is saying: To 
the bottom.] To the bottom? No! It remained on the top. So, he catches that top and pulls it. In whom does the Supreme Soul have to take the 
support first, whom does he catch first? What comes first into the hand of the Supreme Soul? [A student: The soul of Prajapita.] The soul of 
Prajapita. It is because he doesn’t drown totally even in the last birth. It means that soul doesn’t drown totally in 1936-37; the rest of the 
world drowns. When the Supreme Soul Father enters him, the shooting cycle goes on. That soul goes round in the circle from the beginning 
till the end in the shooting period, which is called the circle of somersaults. What are somersaults? There are some devotees who keep their 
head below, when they go round the temple (parikrama). They make a flip and put the legs above. Then, they put the legs below and the 
head above. In this way, going up and down, they complete the entire circle. This is the circle of 4 yugasiv. Every human soul has to play the 
game of climbing up and going down in it. For this reason, this recording is in the vani of Baba, ‘We have to walk those paths, where we 
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have to fall down and recover.’ Baba sits and explains its meaning. When do we fall down? When we forget to remember the Supreme Soul 
Father. When do we rise? We rise, when we recollect that Supreme Soul Father. The soul of Prajapita also remembers the Supreme Soul. The 
difference is that the other human souls recognise the corporeal and incorporeal form of the Supreme Soul Father and it becomes easy for 
them to remember him. They have to practice less, they have to make less effort and they have more benefits. And what about that soul? He 
has to practice more. Of what? Of becoming stable in the seed stage. It is because there is a difference between becoming stable in the seed 
stage and remembering the seed in the corporeal form. Remembering the seed directly… It was said for them, who remember only the 
incorporeal seed – Prajapita is among them and the other religious fathers are there and the souls of the other religions – it was said in the 
avyakt vani for those who practise the remembrance of only the seed, that they would be very sharp, they would move very fast in efforts. 
And for those who remember the corporeal, for those who become stable in the remembrance of the corporeal one, it was said that they 
would be well-behaved (caritravan). What? Those who are stable in the remembrance of the corporeal will be well behaved. It means that 
those who are stable in the remembrance of the incorporeal one are not well-behaved. Compared with the others they become bad-behaved 
(dusht caritr). When? When do they become bad-behaved? [Students are saying something.] Yes, in the period of downfall. Why? Because 
the time of the Confluence Age, in this time of the Confluence Age, every soul that comes into knowledge, recognises the Father, makes a 
promise and behaves opposite to it has to carry the burden of sins multiplied 100 times, 1000 times or hundred thousands times. When do 
they have to fall down completely? At the time when in the last birth the Father enters for the first time. After that entrance, after recognising 
the Father and despite having recognised him, they didn’t maintain that stage; they betrayed him; so, their stage will definitely go down. For 
this reason, if someone has recognised the Father once, he has to maintain it till the end. The soul of Rama in the beginning of the yagya, for 
some reason…. Baba has mentioned the reason in the murli, ‘The knowledge wasn’t complete in the beginning; so they broke away.’ It 
doesn’t mean that… There may be any reason, but they broke away. What is the reason of breaking away? The preference of intellectualism 
(buddhivadi ka pradhanta). What is the reason? Those who are bad-behaved, those who are the most degraded souls, give preference to the 
intellect. They will have the arrogance of the intellect, but not feelings. There are two things: heart (dil) and reason (dimag). What is dear to 
the Supreme Soul? Are the children with the heart (dilvale bacce) dear to the Supreme Soul or are the intellectual children dear to the 
Supreme Soul? [Students: Those with the heard.] The Supreme Soul himself is the intellect of the intellectuals. The one who himself has 
plenty of something – this is his property – he cannot become attached to the same thing possessed by the others. Someone becomes attached 
to something that he himself doesn’t have. What is that thing which the Supreme Soul Father doesn’t possess? He has the soul in the form of 
the mind and intellect, but he doesn’t have a body in which there is a heart. He is the intellect of the intellectuals – the Reason of the 
intellectual ones. So, he has to take support of the children with the heart. The heart of those who become bad-behaved souls, breaks. Why 
did it break? The heart ‘breaks into pieces’ and adulteration arises [in them], because of the company of many. And by loving one, by being 
in the company of one, the unadulterated state (avyabhicaripana) arises. Where there is the unadulterated state, love will be unbroken 
(akhand) and unshakeable (atut).  

The seed form is above. Why was it said like this? And when is it above? In the Confluence Age that seed is above, because the 
Supreme Soul Father has taken the responsibilityv for it. It is above. It is not in the middle, it becomes merged. Its power spreads in the entire 
tree. Which power? The power of the seed. And in the end, the same seed is revealed again. As the seed is revealed, the old tree dries. So, in 
the end that seed goes into the low stage for some time. Actually Baba says, ‘I don’t come when someone calls me’. You have called me for 
63 births, and I don’t come. But somewhere is the vanis Baba said also like this, ‘You children call me in remembrance and I come.’ What 
does it mean? Definitely, there is some instrumental soul that keeps facing oppressors with his own power since the Copper Age till the end 
of the Iron Age, but his is not the Supreme Soul. Finally his power decreases. It is just like [people] say, ‘Man gets anxious, when water 
reaches the throat.’ In the same way, that final stage is such that even that soul has to call that Supreme Soul Father. So, the Supreme Soul 
Father comes. The soul of Krishna is a helping power in this. Ram and Krishna are two special souls on the scene in the form of the world. 
They are the special children of Shiva. Just like it was asked, ‘Kumarka, tell me, how many children does ShivBaba have? Some say: 5 
billions; some say: Brahma is the only child. I say….’ Who says this? [Students: ShivBaba.] Shiva. ‘I say: ShivBaba has two children.’ Who? 
Brahma who becomes Vishnu – they became the same; they become the ones having the same natures and characters. The other one? The 
other one is Shankar. So, they are two, aren’t they? It means that ShivBaba has only two children – one is a son, one is a daughter; one is the 
hero* and one is the heroine*. They are two actors* of the scene in the form of the world. When these children of the Supreme Soul Father 
become sorrowful, the Supreme Soul Father himself has to come. Gandhi of the path of knowledge and Nehru of the path of knowledge… 
They are especially famous… Who? Everyone knows Gandhi and Nehru of the path of the religious devotion. Gandhi and Nehru of the path 
of devotion raised the voice at that time. And Gandhi and Nehru of the path of knowledge raised the voice, ‘O you, who purify the impure 
ones, come! Patit Pavan Sita Ram Raghu Pati Raghau Raja Ram.’ So, the Supreme Soul Father had to come. Such a united voice… The 
voice of hundreds thousands met the voice of Gandhi, but it concerned the souls in the path of devotion. But when 108 children of the 
Supreme Soul Father or 108 beads of couples remember the Supreme Soul Father in a collective form having joined their voices in one, the 
Supreme Soul Father himself has to come down. It is because one is the world of the seed-souls (bij-atma); one is the world of the root-souls 
(adharmurt atma); and one is the world of 5 billions souls. It is difficult to see what happens in the world of 5 billions, because it is expanded 
very much. No one can see the entire world. But its small form of 16 108 can be seen. This is the world of the roots. If one has to see a form 
smaller than this one, there is that of 108. If one has to see a form smaller than that of 108, there is that of 8 navratn. And if one has to see a 
form even smaller than this one, one should see the biographies of two direct children of the Supreme Soul Father – Ram and Krishna. For 
this reason there is a story of Ganesha. All the deities were told to go around the world. All the deities set off on their vehicles (vahanvi). 
Ganesha had a rat as a vehicle. The vehicles of all the others were very fast, but what about the Ganesha’s vehicle? How fast will a rat run? 
Haw far will it run? So, all the others set off quickly on their vehicles, with great enthusiasm. And it arose in the Ganesha’s intellect… 
because he has a very big stomach in the form of the intellect… It arose in his intellect that the mother and the father contain in themselves 
the entire world. The worldly mother and father don’t contain in themselves the entire world. This is about the unlimited mother and father. 
You are the mother and father; we are your children… The entire world praises them. They are the unlimited mother and father. Who? Ram 
and Krishna. Ganesha went around them. The soul of Krishna assumes a delicate form (mridul rup) – the form of Parvati. The soul of Ram 
assumes a robust form (kathor rup) – that of the Father Shiva; they joined them as Shiva-Shankar and made them one. So, Shankar and 
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Vishnu – Vaishnavi Devi – these two forms are praised as God in our tradition of Bharat, because they are complete forms. The form of 
Brahma is not worshiped. But in reality the soul of Brahma, after leaving his body, becomes…. What does Brahma become? [Students: 
Vishnu.] He becomes Vaishnavi Devi. 

So, it was said that the seed of the tree is above. When will it be said that it is above? In the Confluence Age, because the Supreme 
Soul Father entered him. It is above. This is the upside down tree, isn’t it? The father himself comes and explains, ‘When you become 
tamopradhan, the father comes to make you satopradhan.’ The history and geography* repeat themselves. Now, it is said to you, ‘The 
history and geography repeat* themselves’. Don’t pronounce the words in English! Why? ‘History and geography repeat themselves’ is said 
in English. Someone may say, ‘Then why do you pronounce words in English?’ In Hindi it is: itihas and bhugol. What do they say in Hindi? 
Itihas and bhugolvii. We know that in the beginning of the world the earth in the geography is small and in the end of the Iron Age, the last 
part of the world, the earth is very wide and long. We know its history and geography. At first there is only one religious land and later on all 
the religious lands spread on the earth. We know also the history. In the beginning there is the kingdom of deities, and in the end it becomes 
the kingdom of devils. So, we know the entire history from the beginning till the end. Now, it is said to you, ‘The history and geography 
repeat* themselves.’ The meaning itihas and bhugol doesn’t emerge from this. What? The meaning doesn’t emerge from saying itihas and 
bhugol. The meaning that emerges from: ‘History repeats itself’.* What was in the beginning repeats itself again in the end. Everyone learns 
English anyway. What? Is there anyone who wouldn’t learn English? [A student is saying something.] How? Do all the people learn English? 
Do all the people in the entire world learn English? No! But which is the international language* at this time? It is English, isn’t it? Since this 
knowledge will spread in the entire world… which language is spoken in the entire world? English*. So, English common* words… Hindi is 
the language of Baba, but Baba accepts English words in Hindi. So, what will the entire world have to do? They will have to accept English 
to a certain extent, they will have to learn and understand it. So, it was said, ‘All the people learn English anyway.’ [People] think that God 
narrated the Gita in Sanskrit. 

Side B 
 

The third page of the murli of 20.05.89.  In the middle. So, [people] think that God narrated the Gita in Sanskrit. Who thinks so? 
The devotees. What does Sanskrit mean? Sanskrit meaning the language that has been refined. [Students: Refined?] The language that has 
been refined. Not the spoilt one. It was refined. When the Supreme Soul Father comes, we come to know that this entire world is our family. 
We souls are brothers and the Supreme Soul is our father. So, what did the entire world become? What did it become for us? The entire 
world is God’s family. All right, they are not this now, because not all of them have recognised the father, but we know that the entire world 
will definitely recognise that Supreme Soul Father in the coming time. The entire world will certainly recognise him. When they recognise 
him, will the entire world be our family or not? The entire world will have to become the child of Brahma. Vasudev Kutumbhkam [the entire 
world is the family] – this topic from scriptures applies to us. The entire world (vasuda) is our family (kutumbh). The meaning of ‘the Gita 
narrated in Sanskrit’ is that… What language should the entire world - the family of the Supreme Soul Father - speak, when he comes? 
[Students: Hindi.] They should speak the language that would contain all the others. They shouldn’t speak the language of some special field. 
So, the Supreme Soul Father should speak English. Hm? He should speak English. Why didn’t he speak English? English is the international 
language of the entire world. He doesn’t speak English, because English is the language of the Christians – the people who spread in the 
world the most. The Christians are videshiviii. They have the strong quality of ‘foreignism’ (videshiyata). What is ‘foreignism’. And what is 
‘localism’ (svadeshiyata)? What is the special difference between the country of Bharat (svadesh) and foreign countries (videsh)?  What is 
the special difference between the local tradition (svadeshi parampara) and the foreign tradition? [A student: They don’t believe in the 
Mother.] Yes, the residents of Bharat (svadeshi) believe in the Mother. And foreigners believe only in the father – in God the Father. They 
don’t believe in the Mother. Is the nature of the Mother flexible (lacila) or strict*? How is it? Does she have lenient* nature and sanskars or 
strict*nature and sanskars? [Students: Lenient.] She has lenient nature and sanskars. If a child goes abroad and comes back, will the mother 
get influenced quickly by his foreign language and behaviour or will the father be influenced quickly? [Students: The mother.] The mother 
will be influenced quickly. The mother understands the language of the children better, because she is especially attached to all the children. 
It doesn’t matter whether a child became a foreigner or he is a resident of Bharat – all of them are the children of the mother. All of them are 
children of the Bharat Mother. The Bharat Mother is the only country giving preference to motherhood that it has given place to the souls of 
the entire world, of all the religions, the souls of all the countries, all the human souls. So, the Supreme Soul Father comes first in the form of 
the mother. Having come in the form of the mother he gives special importance to the language of the children that is the international 
language. He doesn’t give as much importance to it as to the language of Bharat. Which is the main language of Bharat? Which is the 
original* language* of the Bharat mother? [Students: Sanskrit.] Hindi. [Students are repeating.] It is about today. Sanskrit is a dead language. 
Why was it called dead? Dead because now this language is not spoken anywhere. There are 1-2 villages. The government created them, so 
that Sanskrit would be especially taught there and the children there would start speaking Sanskrit. It is not natural speaking. It will not be 
called a mother tongue. Hindi is the special language of Bharat. The Supreme Soul Father comes only into the body of a Hindi native. But 
that Hindi native, in whose body the Supreme Soul Father is revealed in the world, has to take support of the mother. Whose support does the 
father have to take in order to manage the family? [A student: Of the mother.] He has to take the support of the mother. And the mother is 
especially influenced by the children. Is the mother or the father attached to the children the most? [Students: The mother.] The mother. It 
was said in the vani, ‘If the mother gains victory over attachment, consider that she has been successful and she will become complete.’ The 
attachment of the mother is something special. The other vices don’t disturb in such a special way. Attachment disturbs in a special way. It 
was said about attachment, ‘Attachment is the source of thousands illnesses.’ Coming here the Supreme Soul Father gives special preference 
to both Hindi and the international language*. All the people learn English anyway. [People] think that God narrated the Gita in Sanskrit. It 
is not like this. He didn’t narrate it in Sanskrit. He adopted common English words in the language in which he narrated it. That is the 
language that has been refined. Everyone can speak easily the language that has been refined. English has spread in the entire world. English 
common words have spread in every country. What’s wrong if those words are adapted to Hindi? In the same way [people] combine the 
zodiacs of Christ and Krishna. Christ and Krishna. They applied to Christ all the religious virtues of Krishna. They show that Krishna died, 
when he was hit with a thorn in a foot. How do they show Christ? They hung him on thorns. They hung him on thorns and he died. They 
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make a small form of Christ. In the case of Krishna, a small form has also special importance. So, all the people learn English anyway. But it 
is not that God narrated the Gita in Sanskrit. Sanskrit means the language that was refined. The language that proves useful for everyone is a 
refined language. A human being who is civilisedix will give happiness to everybody. If someone gives sorrow, will he be called the giver of 
happiness or the one who is civilised? He cannot be called a deity giving happiness. He cannot be called the one who is civilised. What is the 
belief in the history? What were the people in the ancient times like? Those in the beginning of the world? They were inhabitants of jungle; 
they were naked. So, they are considered to be uncivilised. But actually who is civilised – the people of today or the people of the beginning 
of the time? The people of the beginning of the time were civilised. So, there is a difference in the definition* of civilised/refined (sudarele) 
and uncivilised (bigarele) - the definitions of the people of today is separate and the definition* of the Supreme Soul is separate. The 
Supreme Soul Father is true; his definition is the true one. That one is civilised who gives happiness to the others. That one is civilised who 
pays attention to the others’ feelings. For this reason Baba created the rule, ‘If you give happiness, you will die in happiness; if you give 
sorrow, you will die in sorrow.’ Your final thought will lead you to the destination. Then, will it be a refined destination or will it be a spoilt 
destination? If you die in sorrow, the destination will be spoilt. The father comes and teaches the refined language, ‘This is the refined 
language.’ There no question of hatred in this; there is no question of aversion in this that they speak English while living in Bharat.  

Shri Krishna is the prince of the Golden Age. This language was there. Which? It meets with the language which the Father 
speaks. The language there meets with Hindi. There is no Sanskrit language over there. It hasn’t written that there was Sanskrit there. There 
is definitely some language. Each king has his own language. The kings of the Golden Age will have their language. Activities in the Golden 
Age don’t expand in the world very much. Will there be need to talk a lot, if activities don’t expand in the world too much? There is the 
language of hints over there. Now, when the Supreme Soul Father has come to this world, activities have expanded very much. There cannot 
be the language of hints now. Those, who will die completely in this world, who will reach their complete stage and who standing on their 
own feet will create their separate gathering, can use the language of hints.  

So, the traditions of the Iron Aged people are separate and the traditions of the Golden Age are separate. They have the traditions 
of drowning in the Poisonous River. Who? The Iron Aged people. In which yuga do the Yadavas live? [Students: In the Iron Age.] In which 
yuga does expansion (barhta porta) take place? [Students: In the Iron Age.] In the Iron Age. The Christians didn’t spread too much in the 
Copper Age. When did they spread a lot? [Students: In the Iron Age.] The Christians, who constructed atom bomb*, spread in the entire 
world in the last 100-250 years of the Iron Age. Before, the Christians weren’t so numerous. So, the Iron Aged world has the tradition of 
drowning in the River of Poison. Even Mira didn’t like to eat poison, but…. She didn’t like it, but why did she drink it? [A student: God who 
protects…] Was God a protector? Yes, she had this faith that God is my protector, so poison cannot harm me at all. There is a great power in 
emotions (bhavna) and faith (sradhda). Mira didn’t like to drink poison. She considered it to be a destiny (hotavyata) – since a destiny is like 
this, I drink it. What did that poison become? It became nectar. It had no effect on Mira. You are so many Miras. That one was one Mira. 
What? Which Mira? The one who drinks poison. That one was one Mira of the path of the religious devotion. And what about you? [A 
student: Many.] You are many! When, where? Now means when? [Students: In the Confluence Age.] In the Confluence Age. What is called 
poison? [A student: The vice of lust.] The vice of lust. So, the entire world drank poison. Why did only Mira drink it? In reality, a strange 
woman is poison. In reality, a strange man is poison. To experience pleasure with a strange man is poison. To experience pleasure with a 
strange woman is poison. Who is a strange woman? Who is a strange man? Who is the own woman and who is a strange woman? The 
woman means a creation. Whose creation? Whose creation is the woman? Whose creation is the wife? [A student: Of the children…] Is she 
the wife of the children….? ☺ [Students: Of the husband.] Of the husband. The wife is a creation of the husband. Under whose control 
should be the creation? [Students: Under the control of the father.] She should be under the control of the husband. She should walk as he 
guides her. She should be cooperative in every work. She should be cooperative in a sinful work as well as in a charitable work, because she 
has promised to be a helper for life. The creation is created so that they would help the creator father. For this reason it was said in the murli, 
‘The creation that is not under the control of the creator is not creation.’ All right! If the creation living with the creator father or the wife 
living with the husband does something opposite according to his direction*, who will be stained with a sin? Will the husband be stained or 
will the wife be stained? [Students are saying something.] Will the wife be stained? [A student: The husband.] The husband will be stained 
with a sin. The wife cannot be stained with a sin. Why can’t she be stained? [A student: Direction is of the husband…] Direction is of the 
husband, but who did it? [Students: The wife did.] The wife did it. So, should she be stained with a sin? Someone committed a murder – a 
murderer, but someone else caused it. Then won’t a murderer be punished? [Students: Both are punished.] Both are punished. Why is it about 
punishing only one here? Why won’t the wife be punished? How is it possible? [Students: The wife performed the action, didn’t she? Both 
should be punished. The wife performed the action….] Both cannot be punished. Why? It is because the creation is subordinate to the 
creator. The creation is subordinate to the creator. Their duty is to be subordinate. If the creation becomes a controller of the creator, he 
withdraws from his duty. The family structure cannot function. There is one head in the family structure. [The rest] should walk as the head 
guides. Otherwise, let them live separately and create their own family. When will discipline remain? When the entire creation is under the 
control of the creator, the world based on discipline will be created. Otherwise, the world of the Copper and Iron Ages will be created; the 
world of various opinion systems will be created; the world of various languages will be created; the world of various kingdoms will be 
created; the world of various practices will be created – there cannot be the world of unity. So, the first condition is that the creation remains 
under the control of the creator. But who is the main creator of the world? [Students: ShivBaba.] ShivBaba. Those ones [i.e. husbands in the 
outside world] are Pati Parameshvarx just for the sake of saying. In reality, they are not any Pati Parameshvar. Are they any Supreme God 
(Param Ishvar)? [xxxx unclear recording] 

Whose kingdom is going on? The kingdom of Ravan is going on. Does everyone in the kingdom of Ravan drown in the River of 
Poison or is there anyone who will escape from drowning? Whether they are Brahmins or whoever… Leave the issue of men, because it was 
said to the men, ‘All the men are Duryodhan-Dushasan.’ They cannot control themselves, unfortunate fellows. The greatest weakness of the 
men is the woman. Leave them! Who remained? Whom does the father promote, when he comes? [A student: The mothers…] The young 
unmarried women (kanya) and the mothers (mata). Why does he promote them? The young unmarried women and the mothers can be 
courageous, if they receive a proper protector. So, the unmarried women and the mothers are called Mira at this time. How Mira? Whom 
have the mothers in bondage considered to be their husband? Parameshvar. When the intellect went in the other direction, where were they 
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surrendered through the intellect? To Parameshvar. If they were surrendered to Parameshvar through the intellect, where will the body and 
wealth of the one who will be surrendered through the intellect and mind go? The body and wealth will also go there. If someone’s body and 
mind go somewhere else in other direction with great love, and he would say that he belongs to the Supreme Soul through the mind and 
intellect, is it the truth or a lie? [Students: A lie.] It proved to be a lie. The mothers in bondage are Miras anyway, because they are forced to 
drink poison. The question of the unmarried women remained. Are the unmarried women in bondage or are they free from bondage? 
[Students: They are free from bondage.] They are not in any bondage. If they want, they can drink poison, because if they remain in this 
world of the River of Poison, they will have to drink poison. It is because the men are powerful and there is no safety* in this world. It 
became the world of such relationships, were the marriage is given a special preference in every house. There is no unity in the house of the 
Brahma Kumaris. The unmarried women are free*. Does ‘being free’ mean that they don’t need to drink poison? Are they free not to drink 
poison? [A student: They are free from bondage.] They are free from bondage, so if they want, they don’t need to drink poison. [A student: 
Not in case of drinking poison.] Not in the case of drinking poison? Are they bound to drink poison? [A student: Baba, why are we asked this 
question? It’s better to ask the unmarried women.] No, no… You also have unmarried daughters. You also have unmarried daughters. [A 
student: It was said that we are Duryodhan-Dushasan.] You also have unmarried daughters. You also have unmarried daughters. You also 
have sisters. All right, you may not have unmarried daughters, but you have sisters. Don’t you have? [Student is saying that he has.] You 
have sisters. So, the young sister is like a daughter, the eldest brother is like a father. So, it is not like this. Answer to the question which was 
asked you. If you don’t answer, mothers and girls will answer.  

So, the unmarried women are free, but can they protect themselves from drinking poison while living in this sinful world? It is 
because all the members of families, with which they have bonds, are in the kingdom of Ravan. Is there such a member who would say for 
himself, ‘I am not in the bondage of the kingdom of Ravan?’ Can anyone say like this? [A student: No one.] No one can say like this. All the 
Brahmin families at the present time, the schools of Gita or the centres…. All right, the centres belong to the Sanyasis; there will be few 
centres being run by families; just like it was said for Lakshman and Sundari in Delhi, or Usha and Ramesh…. All right, anyway! But can 
anyone beat his breast and say, ‘I am not in the bondage of Ravan?’ Since all the world is in the bondage of Ravan, where will the unmarried 
women be safe? [A student: They won’t be.] Won’t they be? [A student: With the father.] Definitely! The father has come, hasn’t he? The 
father has such a specialty, that if those young girls follow the orders of the Supreme Soul Father, he gives a guarantee that he will certainly 
take them to paradise. He will definitely release them form the hellish world. So, for the unmarried women who are in knowledge, there is 
only one husband who protects them. From what? In which matter does he protect them. [A student: In drinking and eating.] In drinking and 
eating? [Students: From drinking poison.] He protects them from drinking poison. It means he protects them from strange men. No one else 
in this world, except for the Supreme Soul Father, can save the young girls from strange men. For this reason Gaupal Kanheya is praised. 
Bailpal Kanheya is not praised.xi  What sin did poor bulls commit? The bulls have an independent character. The men were called bulls and 
the mothers and unmarried women were called cows. Why were they called cows? In which country are the cows given a special 
importance? [Students: In Bharat.] In Bharat. It is a characteristic of the country of Bharat, where it is considered that the cow is the simplest 
animal. The other issue is that today even some cows are like bulls. The cow like a bull, it means that it will not remain bound to a peg. You 
must have seen a herd of cows that don’t like stay bound to a peg; even if someone binds them, they will tear it by force and escape. They 
will not remain bound. [A student is saying: Bangaya.] Yes, Bangaya – the jungle cow – the jungle of thorns. So, the Supreme Soul Father 
gives a guarantee, ‘I will go after making paradise of hell.’ He will not go back just like this. It was said here, ‘All of you are Miras.’ Why 
was it said like this? All of you are Miras. Do the young girls also come into this list?  

There is freedom of speaking here. It is not that one has to keep something inside. Speak freely! If after coming here a smaller 
wrinkle in thoughts remains, it will go big when you go outside. [A student is asking: All of them are in bondage, so all of them are Miras?] 
No! The unmarried women are not in bondage. The unmarried women are free, aren’t they? If they want they don’t need to drink poison; 
they can belong only to the Father. But why was it said here that all of you are Miras? All of you are so many Miras. It wasn’t said, 
‘Everyone is Mira.’ It was said, ‘Now, you are so many Miras’. That one was one Mira. Now, all of you are Miras. Why was it said, ‘Now all 
of you are Miras.’ You don’t like the sense of public shame and customs of the Iron Aged clan. [A student is asking: Baba, what if a young 
girl doesn’t want to get married and the members of the family cause obstacles?] A young girl doesn’t want to get married…? [A student is 
saying something.] She doesn’t want to get married. [A student is saying: Yes, and the members of the family are forcing her to get married.] 
She got into bondage of Kansi and Jarasindhi. If she considers herself to be an unmarried women and she has listened to the knowledge of 
the Father, she should understand: ‘I am free from bonds; why should I get entangled in bondage?’ She will run to the Father. [A student is 
saying something.] Why will she get entangled in bondage?  

You don’t like the sense of public shame and customs of the Iron Aged clan. What is the sense of public shame and customs of the 
Iron Aged clan? [A student: One has to get married.] One has to get married; one has to organise a marriage. It is the sense of public shame 
and customs of the Iron Aged clan that one definitely has to get married. Why? It is because in this Iron Aged world no woman (ablaxii) can 
remain safe without protection of a man. She will definitely remain an adulterated prostitute (vaishya). Don’t you understand? [Students: We 
understand.] It is because Baba said, ‘There is brothel in very house.’ These traditions of relationships which is prevailing especially in 
Bharat – this is the husband’s younger brother (devar), this is the brother’s wife (bhaujayi), this is the husband of the husband’s sister 
(nandoi) – all of them are corrupted. Baba says, ‘What happens even between a brother and sister? A corrupted drishtixiii (kudrishti).’ Even 
the brother makes the sister dirty. The father makes his daughter dirty. Cases like this happened, so Baba has said it in the vani. The uncle 
makes his nice dirty. The guru makes his disciple dirty. Then what shall we do? It is brothel, isn’t it? There is brothel in every house. So, it 
was said here: You don’t like the sense of public shame and customs of the Iron Aged clan. Which customs do you like? [A student: Getting 
married.] Do you like getting married? [Students: The code of conduct of the father.] Yes, the code of conduct of the father. What is the code 
of conduct of the father? What is the sense of public shame and customs for the young unmarried girls in our Brahmin family? [Students: 
Purity.] What kind of purity? What kind of purity? Through the mind…. 
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i Shreshtacari – the one who always uses the elevated organs. 
ii Vrikshpati - The Husband of the Tree. 
iii  Satopradhan – the stage of the soul and master dominated by purity and goodness;  tamopradhan – the stage of the soul and matter 
dominated by darkness and ignorance. 
iv Yuga - one of 4 parts of a cycle; they are: Satyuga (the Golden Age), Tretayuga (The Silver Age); Dvaparyuga (the Copper Age), Kaliyuga 
(the Iron Age); each of them has the same duration – 1250 years; the 5th part is the Sangamyuga (the Confluence Age), which is the period of 
100 years in the very end of the Iron Age before the beginning of the Golden Age. 
v Baba is saying: He has taken the guarantee fro it. Baba uses the English word “guarantee” in different meaning. 
vi Vahan – in the Indian mythology a divine vehicle of a deity. 
vii Itihas – history; literally “it was like this”; bhugol – the earth, geography, globe. 
viii  Videshi – the souls belonging to the religions established outside of Bharat. 
ix Here, the same word is used in Hindi for refined and civilize – sudhara hua/sudhanrna. 
x Parameshvar - The Husband the Supreme God. 
xi Gaupal Kanheya – the title of God in the Indian tradition – “The One who Protects Cow”; Bailpal Kanheya – the one who protects bulls. 
xii Abla – a helpless, powerless woman. 
xiii  Drishti – the eyes, the way of seeing the world, the others as the result of the vritti (the quality of thoughts, vibrations of the mind); 
kudrishti – bad drishti. 
 
------------------------- 
 
* words which Baba uses in English 
[xxx] words that are added in the translation for the better understanding of the English sentences.  
(xxxx) – terms in Hindi 
This text is a draft of translation prepared for ShivBaba’s final approval. 


